The Museum has within the past three years acquired by purchase a number of renaissance and post-renaissance sculptures. Each one of these is in itself of considerable interest; all are, moreover, by sculptors either hitherto unrepresented in our collections or represented by less distinguished pieces.
Bologna's work is the bronze relief of the Anointing of the Dead Christ, and a superb example it is. Another relief of the same composition is in the church of the Holy Sepulcher in Jerusalem, where it was placed as a gift of Grand Duke Ferdinando de' Medici in 1588. The Jerusalem plaque was cast after Bologna's wax model by Fra Domenico Portigiani, an eminent founder, and the same master would seem to have been responsible for the casting of our splendid example. Although the Museum possesses a number of Bologna's works in terra cotta and bronze, these are all of secular subjects. The plaque is the first example of his work in a religious vein to enter our collections, and it is most welcome.
Another of our acquisitions represents the 150
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